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Slowly

Far away across the burning
Mighty chiefs of mortal clay are

sands,
made,
And love

mighty desert Chieftain rules the land,

And
So
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Waltz moderato

Nobody ever seems quite satisfied.
They never seem to get wise.
With what they have lost till they lay it aside.
Too late they realize.

Life is a garden of flowers they say.
Tears are the price that for mistakes we pay.
Thorns that are left behind.
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Refrain tenderly

Too many kisses mean too many tears,

Too many tears of regret.

Too many glad nights just turn into sad nights, leaving you

nights to forget.

Too Many Kisses—etc. 8
sweet hearts and too man - y friends, leaves no one to

love you some day Too man - y

kiss - es mean too man - y tears, with no one to

kiss them a - way.
Four Big Song Hits

When The Night Comes Rolling Long

In The Town Where I Was Born

Arabianna

Promise Me Everything Never Get Anything Blues
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